JUST TO LET YOU KNOW
CURRICULUM NEWS
Maths
We have had a great week of maths this
week topping up on our knowledge of
fractions. The children have been adding
and subtracting fractions of the same
denominator using visual methods and
number lines. Some children even
challenged themselves to add together
fractions with different denominators!

Literacy
Speech punctuation was the focus of our
English lessons this week. The children
converted speech from cartoons into
sentences.

Topic
This week the children have been making
bunting! We have learnt a simple running
stitch, how to attach buttons and ribbons
as well as some blanket stitch. The
bunting looks absolutely fabulous and
will be a great display for both our tea
party and the parents open afternoon on
the 13th July.

Healthy Week
The children have had some great
opportunities for exercise this week. We
had great fun on Tuesday afternoon
learning a dance from Boogie Pumps. On
Wednesday 3C and 3G had speed skipping
lessons and learnt some really fancy
skipping moves. A few even managed to
skip Double Dutch!

Reminders and Notices
Help needed!
We really need any spare crockery eg. Cups, saucers, milk
jugs that we could possibly borrow for the Tea Party. If
you could possibly let us know in advance that would be
wonderful and then bring them in on the morning of 25th
June. We have had lots of lovely offers for cake, thank
you so much. Any cake that is left over will be sold in
aid of Age Concern at the end of the school day.

Sleepover 3rd July
Preparations for the Sleepover are progressing well, thank
you for sending in the medical forms. Please come and see
your class teacher if you have any concerns at all! We
are so keen that everyone joins us for this wonderful
experience. Over the coming week we will be sending out
emails providing more detailed information to the kind
parents that have offered to help on the day. We will
also be sending home a kit list with the children.

Spellings
Fraction
Speech
Question
Quiet
Quite
Query
Location
Prime Minister

